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A nyone who lives near a park knows the
advantages – and the disadvantages – of
residing next to a busy green space.

On the one hand, you have immediate access to
a recreational area where children can play close
to home, adults can exercise and relax after a
day’s work, and the entire family can enjoy social
interaction in the great outdoors.

However, living next to a large park can increase
noise, traffic and parking congestion, and even
be a source of unwanted visitors wandering onto

your property. Some buyers take such factors
into consideration when they reject a home, real
estate experts say.

“Being too close to a park can hinder the amount
of buyers that want to purchase a property,”
says Matthew Korman, a Licensed Associate
Real Estate Broker on Long Island. Korman
says a nearby park was a deal-breaker recently
for a buyer who loved the house, but would not
consider it because of concern about noise from
park activities.

Other buyers take a more positive view, such as
the family that Korman helped find a house near
a county park. “This family liked having the park
behind them because it made them feel like their
yard was larger than it really was, and they liked
having no one living behind them for a sense of
privacy,” Korman says.

APositive Effect

Parks provide intrinsic environmental, aesthetic
and recreation benefits and positive economic
benefits; they enhance property values, bring in

homebuyers and workers, and attract retirees,
according to the American Planning Association.

Parks instill a sense of community, and they
help overcome objections that a property is too
small because children can play at the park in the
neighborhood, Korman says. He says that many
homebuyers prefer living near a small, local park
where there is less noise, traffic and congestion.

Benefits of living near a park:

• Open space near your home

• Fewer residential neighbors

• Enhanced sense of community

• Access to public pools, playgrounds,
tennis courts and ball fields

Looking for a house near a park – or far from
one?Visitnewsdayhomes.com and or
MLSLI.com.
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Let Newsday Homes help you every step of the way.
Simplify your search with custom listings, tools and resources.

Bringing people together with their dream homes.

Real Estate For Life.
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